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Thankful

A

ccording to Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary (I
tried to find a hard-bound
dictionary but quickly remembered that there are
no nearby rare book dealers) the word thankful
means to be “conscious
of benefit received”; to be
“expressive of thanks” or
to be “well pleased.” I am
thankful every day for a
multitude of blessings.
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I could write an entire
article just about what I
am thankful for, but that
wouldn’t be very interesting to the reader, I would
guess. There are many
things that each of you is
thankful for in your own
life. I imagine that those
things you are all thankful
for are very similar to my
own blessings.
Collectively, groups of
people can also be thankful for certain things.
Our Lake County Bar
Association, for instance,
is thankful for all of the
hard work and dedication
from the employees of the
Association and from all
of the volunteers working
on behalf of the Association. With the recent
purchase of the building
at 300 Grand Ave., the Bar
Association is thankful
to the generous donors
whose support made the
purchase possible, and we
will become thankful to
another group of donors
whose support will enable
us to renovate the building into a first-class Bar
Association facility.
As the group gets

The

President’s
Page

larger, it’s more difficult
to narrow down what that
group is thankful for collectively. With diverging
opinions and interests, it’s
difficult to land upon one
single thing that everyone
in that group is thankful
for. Nonetheless, because
it’s interesting and important, I will give it a
shot. Americans. Ahhh,
Americans. Good ‘ol
‘Merica. The group that
cannot decide collectively
if we are for or against the
Kardashians, or if everything is the Democrats’
fault or the Republicans’
fault (while clearly,
everything is Obama’s
fault or wait, no, Bush’s
fault – I get confused).
Should I even try to find
something that we as
Americans can collectively be thankful for? Yes, I

BY MICHAEL J.
ORI

should.
I have never served
in any capacity in the
United States Military. In
all honesty, not only have
I not served, I have rarely
thought about serving
and when I have thought
about it, I thought what
a bad idea it would be for
me to serve in the military. It wouldn’t be a bad
idea for me to serve in the
military because there is
something wrong with
serving in the military,
mind you. It would be
bad for me to serve in
the military because I
have serious doubts that I
could ever do that job and
do it well.
I have a deep admiration for those who do
that job. Pundits and
talking heads can discuss
at length from the cozy

comfort of their offices
as they write an opinion
piece or broadcast from
a T.V. studio and argue
about whether our Country should be engaged in a
particular war or military
conflict or peacekeeping
mission, and there is
certainly room for debate.
However, the job that I
have admiration for is
done by the men and
women who serve our
country in the military.
Few of these men and
women actually have any
input into the moral debate about the endeavor
that they undertake. No,
these men and women
serve for a variety of reasons, with ultimately the
same goal – to serve with
honor and to protect the
United States of America
by doing their job.
These men and women are usually sent off to
do their job in a foreign
land and oftentimes to a
chorus of simultaneous
support and criticism.
Again, this is understandable, given the divergent
views of those who inhabit the greatest country the
world has known – and
those diverging opinions
is one of the reasons this
country is so great. However, when many of those
men and women return
home, (unfortunately,
not all do), we Americans
have usually shown our
collective support – or
as close to collectively as
we can get. For many of
you reading this article,
you remember a time
and a conflict where this
message didn’t really ring

true. All I can say is that I
am focusing on the here
and now, and if I had
been the President of the
Lake County Bar Association in the mid-seventies,
I would’ve written the
same article but rather
than just recognizing
the support I would have
been calling for more
support.
Even if you may not
have agreed with why the
leaders of our country
sent these men and women where they were sent
in the first place, surely
we can support them
when they return? After
all, they were placed in
peril that many of us cannot imagine; asked to do
a job most of us couldn’t
or wouldn’t want to do;
and then sent home to a
place that likely changed
since they were last there.
They need our support.
We call them Veterans
and we celebrate them
this month. Look around
as you go about your day
and you will see them.
They are your associates,
employees, employers,
friends – they are your
family. They are living life,
same as you, with families and jobs and bills.
Unfortunately, some are
also defendants, homeless, sufferers of mental
illness, and dependent on
alcohol and drugs. They
need our support.
In addition to being
thankful to the men and
women who serve, I am
proud to support them
when they return home.
I am also proud that our
collective legal commu-

nity supports those who
have returned home only
to encounter serious
struggles in their lives.
The Veterans Treatment
Assistance Court (VTAC)
of Lake County is one
small part of the collective support that should
be given to our Veterans.
VTAC consists of many
professionals from different disciplines coming
together for the greater
good of helping a veteran
who has fallen to get up.
There is a State’s Attorney prosecuting, a Public
Defender defending, and
a Judge, well, judging.
There are treatment providers of every kind from
private organizations
and from the Veteran’s
Administration. There
are even other veterans.
Men and women, many of
whom also went through
their own struggles after
returning home, are now
part of a team trying to
give another veteran a
chance. This program is
remarkable: the participants care, the treatment
works, and the clients
are deserving. There is
simply too much information about the Veterans
Treatment Assistance
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Court to include in this
article. I encourage all of
our members to find out
more about the Court, as
you never know when you
may have the opportunity
to steer a veteran to its
confines. You may just be
in a position truly to lend
support to those men and
women who deserve it
most.
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How to Almost
Guarantee Yourself
a Good Day in Court

O

n just about any day
you pick, and depending on which
website that you consult
for the statistics, you would
find that there are more
than 400,000 children in
the United States in various
foster care systems. You
would also find that nearly
a quarter of these children
are available for adoption
– many of them secretly
hoping that the right family
will somehow find them. If
these children are eventually adopted they often wait
three years or more for this
to happen while typically
being moved from one
foster care family to another at least three times. The
average age of the children
waiting for adoption is 8
and often they are separated from their siblings. More
children become available
for adoption each year than
are adopted. Tens of Thousands turn 18 each year and
leave the foster care system
without an adoptive family
or the support of their birth
family.
Making people aware
of the need for and the
rewards in adopting a
child is an on-going effort.
One of the first organized
efforts was the “Massa-
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chusetts Adoption Week”
proclaimed by then-Governor Michael Dukakis
in 1976. In 1984 President Ronald Reagan
brought the effort to the
national level with the
first “National Adoption
Week,” which took place in
November of that year. In
1995 President Bill Clinton
expanded the project when
he declared the month of
November to be “Adoption
Awareness Month” in the
United States. In addition
to being the month of “Veterans Day” and “Thanksgiving,” November has
remained the month where
advocates throughout the
country promote the vital
need for adoption. This
year’s Adoption Awareness Month theme is “We
Never Outgrow the Need
for Family” with the focus
being toward the adoption
of older children from
foster care. If your schedule
permits please consider
joining us in the Atrium
of the Courthouse in the
afternoon of November 20,
2015 where, in conjunction
with our Lake County Bar
Association, Judges Margaret Mullen, Valerie Boettle
Ceckowski, and Sarah
Lessman, we will be trying

The
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BY CHIEF JUDGE
JOHN T. PHILLIPS
to bring “Adoption Awareness” to the forefront here
in the 19th Judicial Circuit
with a short program recognizing Adoption Month.
An organization that
attempts to increase interest and opportunities
for people to adopt is the
Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption, which
was created by “Wendy’s”
founder Dave Thomas, who
was himself adopted as an
infant. During his lifetime,
he was a tireless advocate
for adoption, and since his
death in 2002, his Foundation has continued this
advocacy. The Foundation’s
website (davethomasfoundation.org) postulates
that “nearly 40 percent of
American adults, or 81.5
million people, have considered adopting a child,
according to the National
Adoption Attitudes Survey.”
The website goes further

by suggesting that “if just
one in 500 of these adults
adopted, every waiting
child in foster care would
have a permanent family.”
Pretty wishful thinking,
yes, but it would certainly
improve the plight of many
children while at the same
time bringing a lot of happy days to the state courthouses of our nation – ours
included.
I don’t know if there is
any happier court event in
which we can participate
in so many ways than an
adoption. Whether we
are there as an attorney,
paralegal, judge, clerk,
parent, grandparent,
sibling, or court security
officer, 95% of the time we
go home happier, love our
own families a little more
because of the experience,
and just plain feel good.
Regrettably, a law practice
or court docket consisting

only of adoptions might
be on a legal career “wish”
list, but I cannot imagine
that finding such a “full
time” gig is even possible.
I totally lucked out many
times in my legal career
by being involved in quite
a number of adoptions.
What I find telling about
these cases is that while
I cannot remember the
details of very many of the
multiple-day jury trials I’ve
presided over, I am able to
happily recall the long-ago
finalized adoptions where I
represented the petitioners,
was a GAL, or was the judge
who signed the decree.
My affinity for adoptions began while serving
in the Air Force in Korea
where I was fortunate to
become involved in multiple adoptions where military members stationed at
a CONUS base (continental
United States in military
speak) found themselves
having a problem with the
documentation in an unrelated adoption where the
agency could not provide
the type of Korean Court
orders or government
records that were necessary
to proceed in their stateside
home court, or which were
required by the U.S. State
Department in registering
a foreign adoption. The
adventures encountered
in these cases involved
either a situation where
terrified adoptive parents
were scrambling to try to
prevent the cancellation of
the planned adoption of a
child they had already met,
or worse, where they were
at the “melt down” point
because the child that was
already with them might
have to be returned to the
agency and the orphanage
where the child had been

placed for adoption because of various “issues”
with missing or questionable documentation. The
situations were occasionally easily resolved, and the
rest of the time they were
like trying to get a straight
answer from the Cheshire
cat in Alice in Wonderland.
I use the word “adventures”
because the trips to the rural and urban orphanages,
province offices and family
“courts” to try to help were
always fascinating and as
challenging as they were
confusing. Somehow the
Air Force uniform and the
“interpreting” of my friend
and colleague, a Korean Attorney/Advisor/Interpreter,
usually resulted in getting
the needed documentation
or discovering a solution
that would lead to a successful adoption. When I
returned to the U.S. and
left active military duty I
knew that I loved being
part of adoptions.
When I entered private
practice in Western Lake
County I was blessed to be
in a very well established
firm that handled multiple
adoptions each year and
had a very diverse client
base. It gave me the opportunity to handle every
type of adoption. Whether
it was a related adoption,
contested adoptions, unrelated adoptions with and
without agency involvement, or private adoptions,
each one warmed my heart
in its own unique way. I
came to know how caring,
insightful, and special the
judges, attorneys, clerks,
and court security officers
in our Circuit are. One such
example involved the hectic
roller coaster in the timing
after the birth of a little girl
in a private adoption. The

mother of the child was
being discharged from the
hospital at 4:00 p.m. and,
of course, had to execute
her consent to the adoption
before placement with the
adoptive parents could take
place. The consent could
not be taken any earlier
than 3:45 p.m. because of
the statutory waiting time
for the consent of a mother.
The baby was at the hospital and the understandably
emotional mother did not
want to make her difficult
choice more painful by
seeing the child or leaving
the hospital with the child.
The hospital would not
release the baby to anyone
but the mother without
a court order and it was
a Friday afternoon at the
Lake County Courthouse.
Without even the slightest
amount of “begging” on
my part, Judge Jane Waller
was finishing a hearing in
her courtroom but kindly
agreed to wait to take the
consents and hold an interim hearing. The adoptive
parents did not know the
birth parents and the birth
parents wanted it to stay
that way, so having everyone at the courthouse at
the same time was impossible both logistically and
practically. The GAL was
supposed to be picking
up his family to head out
of town for the weekend.
The father of the child had
already blown off coming
to court on two occasions
to sign the consent and
was going to “leave town”
as soon as he signed the
consent IF he showed up.
You’re guessing that it was
pretty unlikely to work
out? Thanks to the typical
selflessness and concern
that we are blessed to have
in Lake County, it actually
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Calendar of
Events
November 13

Trusts and Estates Annual Seminar
Knollwood Country Club, Lake Forest
November 18
ARDC Update with Jim Grogan
Membership Luncheon
Greenbelt Cultural Center, North Chicago
December 3
Successful Women Lawyers: Path
Traveled, the Future and Diversity
Lake Forest Club, Lake Forest
December 4
Membership Holiday Party
Mickey Finn’s Brewery, Libertyville
February 19-20
Gridiron
Gorton Center Theatre, Lake Forest
April 14-17, 2016
Family Law Conference
Nashville, Tennessee

Register for these events
on-line at: www.lakebar.org

worked out. The father
showed up late, and at
about 5:20 p.m. the arrogant young man executed
his consent in front of a
very patient and understanding Judge Waller who
then convinced the “late
judge” to stay around to
take the consent from the
mother, who I was going
to bring from the hospital.
Judge Waller had to pick up
her little child from his day
care provider and could not
stay at the courthouse any
longer. At Judge Waller’s
suggestion, we were to
come to her home after
the mother’s consent was
signed and she would hold
the interim hearing in her
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foyer. Once again, with no
real whining or begging
on my part, Linda, Clerk
extraordinaire, agreed to
stay around for the consent
of the mother and then
to stay even later into the
evening so I could bring
back the interim order that
she would file and certify
to satisfy the hospital on
the release of the baby to
the adoptive parents. After
picking up the mother at
the hospital and bringing
her to the courthouse, the
“late judge” very gently
spoke to her, explained
the consent, answered her
questions and witnessed
her consent to the adoption. It was now about 6:30
p.m. After taking the birth
mother to her home as
supportively as I was able,
I met the adoptive parents
and a VERY wonderful GAL

in the courthouse lobby
around 7:45 p.m. He had
explained the situation to
his family and they were
packed to head out of town
as soon as the interim order
was signed. After ringing
the doorbell about 8:00
p.m. on this moonlit Friday
evening, a smiling Judge
Waller led us into her living
room where she assured
my clients that we were not
intruding and she held the
interim hearing pausing
a few times to run into
another room where her
own baby was sitting “on
the potty.” She explained
that it was “a critical” time
in his “potty training” and,
apologizing for the interruptions, she indicated
that her little son was on
the verge of an important
breakthrough that could
not be postponed. After

Lake County
Children’s Advocacy
Center Donations
This year we will be collecting
the following items to benefit the
children who enter the Children’s
Advocacy Center at our Holiday
Party. The Center is in need of
Coloring Books for all ages, Gift
Cards to to McDonalds or Culver’s
for those children who are at the
center all day or to Walmart so
the center can stock snacks and
supplies. Thank you.
6
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signing the interim order
granting my clients temporary custody pending a
final decree of adoption,
Judge Waller left the living
room and returned with
the good news that the
“potty training” had been
successful, which brought
more smiles, applause and
boisterous “yaaays” from
all of us. It was indeed a
GOOD day in Court where,
after a quick trip back to
the Courthouse at about
8:30 p.m. to file the interim
order and obtain a certified
copy from Linda, we went
back to the hospital where
the tiny baby girl was received by her adoring new
mom and dad. There was
not a dry eye in the house,
including the nurses at the
hospital.
I would submit that
adoption is always at the

forefront in our Lake County community. Last year, 95
adoptions were finalized by
Judges Lessman and Ceckowski at the Depke Center
in Vernon Hills, where we
now hear adoption matters.
So far this year, 71 petitions
for adoption have been
filed. GALs in adoption
proceedings are still underpaid and nearly always put
in a lot more time than the
fixed compensation ever
covers. So many generous
and dedicated attorneys
remain willing to provide
their considerable talents
and valuable time to assist
families in the thrilling and
happy times of adoptions.
Just like them, our judges,
attorneys, clerks, and Court
Security Officers love these
good days in court. Interested in adopting?

November 2015
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Building-Out Our
New Home

T

he Joint Facilities
Planning Committee
has been meeting
regularly and now has
engaged an architect to
plan the build-out of the
newly purchased building.
The newly renovated space
will provide not only office
space for the Bar Association/Foundation staff,
but also for a conference
center with state of the art
audio/visual equipment
to accommodate Bar-wide
continuing legal education
seminars and other large
events, smaller rooms for
use by attorneys as meetBoard of Trustees
Melanie K. Rummel
President
Carey J. Schiever
Vice President
Joann M. Fratianni
Secretary
Mark B. Peavey
Treasurer
Carlton R. Marcyan
Immediate Past President
Michael G. Nerheim
Michael J. Waller
Marjorie I. Sher
Brian J. Wanca
Phillip A. Bock
Fredric B. Lesser
Scott B. Gibson
Steven P. McCollum
Jennifer J. Howe
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ing/deposition rooms
and even a lounge area for
attorneys to use before,
between and after court
appearances. Our hope
is that some of the space
will also be leased by other
groups to hold classes and
meetings. This is a coming
of age for the Lake County
legal community: a building dedicated to serving
the needs of our rapidly
growing county and its
proud, distinguished legal
community.
The purpose of the
build-out is also to further
advance our charitable
mission by reducing the
cost of holding off-site
seminars and meetings and
even giving us additional
revenue from renting out
some of the rooms to other
organizations. Our charitable mission remains our
primary focus. Some of the
past recipients of our support are Youth Build Lake
County, Teen Court, CASA,
Prairie State Legal Services,
Bernie’s Book Bank and law
school scholarship recipients.
As we begin the buildout, this is a one-time opportunity to make a signif-

BY MELANIE K. RUMMEL
PRESIDENT
icant naming contribution.
There are different levels
of recognition associated
with different giving levels,
whether it’s a room named
in honor of your firm, or
perhaps in memory of a
loved one who was part
of the fabric of the legal
community. Please contact
either Chris Boadt, me, or
any member of the Foundation’s Board of Trustees
within the next several
months if you would like to
discuss a naming opportunity.
Contributions of any
size are greatly appreciated
and will be recognized.
Contributions in excess of
$1,000 will be permanently
memorialized on a plaque.
Larger contributions will
be honored accordingly.
Every contributor will
receive a specially designed
lapel pin, which we hope

many will proudly wear.
The fundraiser at Halas
Hall on November 20th
will kick-off our efforts
to raise money for the
build-out. We hope to have
pledges to announce at
that event. Come prepared
to contribute toward the
cause, have fun, drink, enjoy hors-d-oeuvres, listen
to the latest football news
from Chicago Sun-Times
columnist Rick Telander,
play games in the Bears
Interactive Room, bid on a
few items (including your
chance to attend the Super
Bowl in 2016 in the City by
the Bay – San Francisco);
but most of all, please raise
your paddle to Fund-aCause. Your donation will
assist the Foundation in
fulfilling its charitable mission and to build-out our
new home.

Committee

Chit Chat

November 5th was Illinois Paralegal Day. Did you
remember to appreciate your paralegals and legal assistants? Happy Paralegal Day from the Associate Member
Committee.
***
SEMINAR: The Trusts and Estates Committee will
hold its annual seminar Friday, November 13 at Knollwood Country Club, starting at 12:00 p.m. Enjoy lunch,
drinks, and insightful and informative presentations from
local practitioners on the latest developments in trusts
and estates law, including: Jack Richtman’s trusts and
estates law update; Jeff O’Kelley’s discussion of the Ernie
Banks estate controversy; Robert Kolasa’s tips for obtaining stepped-up basis in credit shelter trusts; Anthony B.
Ferraro’s analysis of Medicaid and estate planning for seniors; Jack Mardoian’s explanation of fiduciary and estate
tax filings; an ethics update from ARDC attorney Peter
Apostol; and Judge Nancy Waites’ “view from the bench.”
4.0 hours of CLE – don’t miss out!
***
The Technology Committee is in the planning
stages for a 3-hour training session on December 8th.
Topics will include identity theft and computer crime for
attorneys (how to prevent them and inform clients, not
commit them) Details to follow next month. Interested in
assisting? Contact Scott Turk at sturk@lakecountyil.gov.
***
The Civil Trial and Appeals Committee held a
meeting at The Grille in Lake Forest on Thursday, October 15. Among other things, members discussed the issues
raised when hospitals and physicians choose not to bill
insurance and instead seek to collect the full amount of
their bills from the attorney handling the related personal
injury case. Meetings are a terrific opportunity to discuss
hot topics from your own cases – share your experiences
with the group and get valuable feedback! Also discussed
was the Doctor/Lawyer dinner, upcoming in March 2016.
It’s our year to plan it, so please help make this event the
success it always is when we run the show!
***
The Membership Committee, with the assistance

of the LCBA Board, is reaching out to past members that
have not renewed their memberships for the upcoming
year.
***
The Family Law Committee put on a local seminar
November 5 to discuss Senate Bill 0057, which made numerous changes to the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution
of Marriage Act. The event was a great success – thank
you to all the speakers, Judges and attendees.
Monthly meetings are the third Wednesday of every
month at Noon in C-105. Our Family Law Advisory Group
(“FLAG”) meets the second Wednesday of each month
at Noon at the Bar Office. The members of this subcommittee typically discuss issues in the family law arena and
our annual state seminar. Any member of the Family Law
Committee is welcome to attend. Our seminar next year
will take place in Nashville, Tennessee from April 14 – 17,
2016. We have a local Nashville attorney scheduled to
speak on the music business industry and our welcome
reception will be held at the local baseball field – the
Nashville Sounds! We will be staying at the Hutton Hotel
and you can register for this seminar now on lakebar.org.
You will want to ensure that you get a hotel room quickly!
***
The Employment Law Committee will meet
on Wednesday, November 18 at 5:15 pm at the Grille on
Laurel in Lake Forest. Our topic will be the legal issue
that most frequently confronts employers: unemployment insurance, particularly unemployment insurance
benefit claims. Every employer in Illinois, including
one-person, self-employed businesses, must navigate this
surprisingly complicated system at some point. We will
focus on employee v. independent contractor questions,
how long an employee works for the business before
making the employer “chargeable”, preventative measures
to avoid losing at phone hearings, appeals to the Board of
Review, and the relevance of unemployment claim rulings
in other employment law proceedings.
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Eavesdropping in Illinois

Clearer Sailing, but Still Muddy Water
BY STEPHEN J. RICE

I

llinois refreshed its law prohibiting eavesdropping last year, a law commonly referred
to as the “Eavesdropping Act.”1 Lawyers of all stripes will confront this law: divorce
lawyers will see clients recording their partners; corporate attorneys will see employees recording or recorded; personal injury practitioners will see recordings at accident
scenes and in the treating phase; and for those of us who represent law enforcement,
discovery turned long ago into a multimedia endeavor.
So it’s worth understanding the basics of the Eavesdropping Act, what I’ll call the Act’s “core provisions.” I’ll outline
those provisions in greater detail later. The basic offense is
now defined as follows. A person commits the offense of
eavesdropping when he:
uses an eavesdropping device, in a
surreptitious manner, for the purpose of overhearing, transmitting,
or recording all or any part of any
private conversation to which he or
she is not a party unless he or she
does so with the consent of all of the
parties to the private conversation.2
With that in mind, consider these
two closely aligned scenarios. (I’ve
bolded the substantive difference in the
second):

1
2

720 ILCS 5/14-1 et seq.
720 ILCS 5/14-2(a)(1).
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(1) Three people in a minivan are talking about
things they do not like about their spouses. Two are
sitting in the front seat, and one in the back seat.
The two in the front seat believe the conversation is
private. The third records the conversation using her iPhone, which is
hidden in her purse.

Stephen Rice
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County State’s
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Office, a
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the Lake County Bar Association’s
Board of Directors, and a member
of the Editorial Board of The
Docket.

(2) Three people are in a minivan.
Two are in the front seats. The
third is crouched behind the
rear seat, hidden from view—her
presence unknown to the two in
front. The two in front are talking
about things they do not like about
their spouses. They believe that
their conversation is private. The
third records the conversation using
her iPhone.
Scenario #1 is taken from State Rep.
Elaine Nekritz’s website (edited slightly

for clarity).3 Nekritz sponsored the bill revising the Eavesdropping Act in the Illinois House of Representatives. On a
webpage seeking to clarify the new Eavesdropping Act, she
posted scenario #1 as an example of conduct “that would be
considered criminal.”4
If you know nothing about the current law (or its previous iteration, for that matter), you probably still have a solid
gut instinct that Scenario #2 violates the Eavesdropping
Act. After all, what would an eavesdropping law prohibit if it
didn’t prohibit the conduct in Scenario #2, which
corresponds to a colloquial
understanding of what
“eavesdropping” is.
But what about Scenario #1? Three people are
talking with each other.
One is secretly recording.
Illegal? If the bill’s sponsor
says so, then who are we
to quibble? Well, we’re
professional quibblers, so
let’s get quibbling.

eavesdropping laws ( like “wiretapping” laws) take those
differences into account.
In 1957, Illinois enacted the core provision that largely
remains the engine of the law today.7 That provision states
that a person commits eavesdropping when he uses an
eavesdropping device to hear or record all or any part of any
conversation unless he does so with the consent of all of the
parties to such conversation.8 Notable about this provision
is that it requires the consent of all parties to a conversation
(the new Act still requires
the consent of “all,” but
modifies when that consent is required, as we’ll
see below). Two years ago,
that meant that when you
took out your smartphone
and used its recording
feature in plain sight, you
committed eavesdropping.
And it was a Class 4 felony,
no less, or Class 1 if you
recorded a police officer.9
If that seems unreasonably harsh, Illinois
courts agreed. The time
period between 1957–1994
was marked by cases that
construed the statute
and particularly its
“all-consent” provision.10
In People v. Beardsley,
which reached the Illinois
Supreme Court, a man was
stopped for speeding in
McHenry County.11 When
the deputy approached
the man’s car, he noticed
the defendant holding a microphone and told him that it
was illegal to record their conversation. The man argued to
the contrary, but also refused to provide his license, so the
deputy called for backup and moved the man to the backseat of his squad car.
There, the man—still in possession of his recording device—taped a conversation that the deputy and his partner
conducted in the front seat. For this, the man was later convicted of eavesdropping. The appellate court affirmed his
conviction because his conduct violated the plain language
of the Eavesdropping Act: he recorded without the consent
of “all parties to the conversation.” But the Illinois Supreme
Court reversed.
What the Court wrote might surprise in light of the
plain language of the statute, but it conforms with a common sense understanding of what “standing under the eaves

“Overall, the new
Eavesdropping Act is an
improvement over the
more black-and-white
analysis that applied
under the old Act, in
which fact patterns
involving open recording
in public places violated
the letter of the law.”

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
EAVESDROPPING IN
ILLINOIS
To understand the
new law, it is helpful to
know its various iterations throughout history,
because past is very much
prologue with the Illinois
Eavesdropping Act.
Illinois has had a law
against eavesdropping
since 1895.5 That may seem
like an ancient pedigree, but eavesdropping’s history reveals
still deeper roots, for “the common law definition of eavesdropping...was to stand under the eaves of another home to
enable one to hear what was said within the privacy of the
home.”6 The eavesdropper of 1793 did not have an iPhone to
record what he heard, but ears and a sneaky intent sufficed.
Note that the word’s etymology implies that those being
overheard have a privacy expectation: when one “stands
under the eaves of another home”—an inherently creepy
act, unless it’s your gutter cleaning service—we would all
assume that something illicit is occurring. In today’s world
of tightly constructed, Tyvek’ed homes, the old-fashioned
eavesdropper is not much of a threat. But the modern eavesdropper has many other means at his disposal, and modern
3
4
5
6

“Setting the Record Straight On Eavesdropping,” available at
http://repnekritz.org/setting-the-record-straight-on-eavesdropping/ (last visited July 24, 2015).
Id.
Celia Gamrath, A Lawyer’s Guide to Eavesdropping, 87 Ill. Bar
J. 362 (July 1999). I draw much of the general history of Illinois’s previous eavesdropping laws from Ms. Gamrath’s article.
People v. Beardsley, 115 Ill. 2d 47, 52 (1986).

7
8
9
10
11

Scott O. Reed, Eavesdropping Regulation in Illinois, 21 J. Marshall L. Rev. 251, 253 (1988).
720 ILCS 5/14-2 (2000).
720 ILCS 5/14-4 (2000).
See generally Reed, 21 J. Marshall L. Rev. at 251.
People v. Beardsley, 115 Ill. 2d 47 (1986).
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of another” entails: “We agree with the defendant that the
eavesdropping statute was intended to protect individuals
from the surreptitious monitoring of their conversations
by the use of eavesdropping devices.”12 And the Court wrote
further that the eavesdropping analysis turned ultimately
not on whether the recording was made secretly, but rather
whether the officers “intended their conversation to be of a
private nature under circumstances justifying such expectation.”13 Because the deputies had their conversation openly
in the squad car with the defendant sitting in the back seat,
the Court held that they had no such privacy expectation,
and thus there was no violation of the Eavesdropping Act.
A later Illinois Supreme Court case, People v. Herrington, underscored this result.14 A victim of sexual abuse
went to the police. The police asked her to call the perpetrator and allow them to record the conversation, which they
did. The defendant, who made incriminating statements,
moved to suppress the evidence because the recording
constituted eavesdropping. In analyzing the defendant’s
argument that he had a reasonable belief that his phone
conversation with the victim was private, the Court reasoned just as it had done in Beardsley, but it punctuated its
analysis with this assertion: “there can be no expectation of
privacy by the declarant where the individual recording the
conversation is a party to that conversation.”15 As you will
see below, this assertion is discordant with some provisions
of the new Eavesdropping Act, but in accord with other
provisions of it.
Herrington had a dissenter, Justice Bilandic, who pointedly wrote, “The majority opinion should require that every
telephone be labeled: ‘WARNING, your telephone conversation may be recorded without your knowledge or consent.
Use at your own peril.’” The legislature got the message,
because in the same year the Court decided Herrington, it
nullified the result by modifying this definition in the Act:
“the term conversation means any oral communication
between 2 or more persons regardless of whether one or
more of the parties intended their communication to be of
a private nature under circumstances justifying that expectation.”16 Essentially, it is this provision that sent the Act
headlong into the constitutional confrontations it had last
year, when first the Seventh Circuit opined about its incompatibility with the First Amendment,17 and then the Illinois
Supreme Court struck it down on similar grounds.18
HISTORY MEETS THE PRESENT
Having described these two cases, it is a good time to
consider the core provisions of the new Eavesdropping Act.
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

12

Id. at 53.
Id. at 54.
People v. Herrington, 163 Ill. 2d 507 (1994).
Id. at 510.
720 ILCS 5/14-1(d) (2000) (emphasis added).
ACLU of Illinois v. Alvarez, 679 F.3d 583, 595 (7th Cir. 2012)
(“Audio and audiovisual recording are media of expression commonly used for the preservation and dissemination of information and ideas and thus are ‘included within the free speech and
free press guaranty of the First and Fourteenth Amendments.’”)
(quoting Burstyn v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 502 (1952)).
People v. Melongo, 2014 IL 114852; People v. Clark, 2014 IL
115776.
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The Eavesdropping Act has nine sections, some of which are
lengthy. The “core provisions” are the several sections that,
in concert, define what the basic offense entails. The core
provisions adopt the lesson of Beardsley: a person violates
the Act when he:
(a)(1) [u]ses an eavesdropping device, in a surreptitious manner, for the purpose of overhearing,
transmitting, or recording all or any part of any
private conversation to which he or she IS NOT a
party unless he or she does so with the consent of all
of the parties to the private conversation.19
I capitalize the IS NOT (it is not so capitalized in the
statute) because subsection (a)(2) supplies the same text,
only without the “not.” In other words, whether you are
a party to the conversation you are recording, or not, you
ostensibly violate the Eavesdropping Act—you just violate
either subsection (a)(1) or (a)(2), whichever applies.
The two bolded terms above are defined in the statute.
“Surreptitious” is defined as a regular dictionary would
define it: “obtained or made by stealth or deception, or executed through secrecy or concealment.”20 The definition of
“private conversation” is not so straightforward. That phrase
means:
any oral communication between 2 or more persons, whether in person or transmitted between the
parties by wire or other means, when one or more of
the parties intended the communication to be of a
private nature under circumstances reasonably justifying that expectation. A reasonable expectation
shall include any expectation recognized by law, including, but not limited to, an expectation derived
from a privilege, immunity, or right established by
common law, Supreme Court rule, or the Illinois or
United States Constitution.21
A syntactically simpler way of stating that definition
would have been: “private” means what 250 years of American law says it means.
THINGS THAT MAKE YOU GO HMMMM
We should expect a fair amount of litigation over such
an expansive definition of “private conversation.” Let us assume, for example, that Rep. Nekritz’s scenario—which she
says violates the new law—were an actual case. To review:
Three people in a minivan are talking about things
they do not like about their spouses. Two are sitting
in the front seat, and one in the back seat. The two
in the front seat believe the conversation is private. The third records the conversation using her
iPhone, which is hidden in her purse.
Note first that this is essentially the Beardsley fact pattern, only with different actors. It was unclear in Beardsley
whether the defendant made his recording surreptitiously—after all, the deputy had seen the recording device and
19
20
21

720 ILCS 5/14-2(a)(1) (emphasis added).
720 ILCS 5/14-1(g).
720 ILCS 5/14-1(d) (emphasis added).

spoken to the defendant about it. But the result in that case
did not turn on surreptitious-or-not, but rather on whether
the deputies, sitting in front of the defendant and speaking
openly, could assert a legitimate expectation of privacy. The
answer in Beardsley was “no.” Herrington then extended the
analysis one step further because there were people present
for the conversation—police officers, sitting on the end of a
phone line—whom the defendant did not know about. But
the same result ensued.
If we apply the lessons of Beardsley and Herrington
to Rep. Nekritz’s fact pattern, we would have to conclude
that there is no crime. But does the new Act supersede
the lessons in those cases? Not at all. On the contrary, the
new Act wraps those precedents into the Act’s definition of
privacy, which encompasses “any expectation recognized
by law” (or, by necessary implication, the flipside: those
expectations not so recognized). Thus, when Rep. Nekritz
posits a violation of the new Eavesdropping Act under her
fact pattern, what she is actually doing is (1) drawing a legal
conclusion about what constitutes a reasonable expectation
of privacy, and (2) reaching the opposite conclusion of the
Illinois Supreme Court (Beardsley/Herrington). Because her
new Eavesdropping Act gives wide latitude to existing law
in determining whether a reasonable expectation of privacy
exists, it is safe to say that her conclusion is unlikely to win
the day in court: Herrington seems to have decided the privacy question, and although it did so in a case under the old
Eavesdropping Act, the answer was not tied to the old Act’s
text at that time.
But it’s worth noting that an answer to this question is
murky, because what constitutes “circumstances reasonably
justifying [the speaker’s privacy expectation]” is not mathematically determinable. A short foray into Fourth Amendment law illustrates the difficulty.
THE FOURTH AMENDMENT’S EXPECTATION-OFPRIVACY CASELAW
Having quibbled with Rep. Nekritz’s faulty example,
let me now say a word in her defense: the judicial history of
“a reasonable expectation of privacy” is messy. It’s messy at
the border, of course, for there are many clear fact patterns.
Take, for example, the fact pattern that I derived from Rep.
Nekritz’s, which doesn’t present much of an issue:
Three people are in a minivan. Two are in the front
seats. The third is crouched behind the rear seat,
hidden from view—her presence unknown to the
two in front. The two in front are talking about
things they do not like about their spouses. They
believe that their conversation is private. The third
records the conversation using her iPhone.
Do these front-seaters have a reasonable expectation
of privacy? Of course they do. But such clear fact patterns
are not the ones that make law. We can look to the Fourth
Amendment for examples.
In 1967, the Supreme Court kicked off the expectation-of-privacy sweepstakes with Katz v. U.S.22 The case
presents an eavesdropping fact pattern, but it came to the
22

389 U.S. 347 (1967).

Court on strictly Fourth Amendment grounds: federal
agents suspected that the defendant was using a public telephone booth to place illegal bets. Prior to seeking a warrant,
they installed a microphone on the outside of the booth to
record what the defendant was saying. The appellate court
held that because the agents did not physically penetrate
the phone booth, no Fourth Amendment violation occurred.23
The Supreme Court reversed, and the concurrence by
Justice Harlan articulated the basic expectation-of-privacy
rule that the Court later adopted:24
My understanding of the rule that has emerged
from prior decisions is that there is a twofold requirement, first that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and, second,
that the expectation be one that society is prepared
to recognize as ‘reasonable.’ Thus a man’s home is,
for most purposes, a place where he expects privacy,
but objects, activities, or statements that he exposes
to the ‘plain view’ of outsiders are not ‘protected’
because no intention to keep them to himself has
been exhibited. On the other hand, conversations
in the open would not be protected against being
overheard, for the expectation of privacy under the
circumstances would be unreasonable.25
Katz v. U.S, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring, emphasis added). As subsequent cases illustrate, what
constitutes a “reasonable expectation of privacy” is ultimately what the Supreme Court says constitutes such an expectation, and the outcome is often far from clear.
One lone example suffices: Smith v. Maryland is the
very case in which the Supreme Court adopted the Harlan
formulation into a majority opinion, and the expectation-of-privacy calculus in Smith is anything but elementary.26 There, the police, without a warrant, had the telephone
company install a device onto a phone line to record the
numbers dialed from that line. By capturing the numbers
dialed, they corroborated their suspicion that the defendant
was making threatening and obscene phone calls to a woman whom he had earlier robbed. The device, a “pen register,”
recorded only the numbers the defendant dialed, not any
conversations conducted.
Using the basic Katz framework, the Court held that
the defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in
the numbers he dialed. It reasoned that when the defendant “used his phone, [he] voluntarily conveyed numerical information to the telephone company and ‘exposed’
that information to its equipment in the ordinary course
of business.”27 But as Justice Stewart wrote in dissent, “It
seems clear to me that information obtained by pen register
surveillance of a private telephone is information in which
23
24
25
26
27

Katz v. U.S., 369 F.2d 130, 134 (9th Cir. 1966), rev’d, 389 U.S.
347 (1967) (“There was no physical entrance into the area
occupied by appellant.”)
The Court expressly adopted the Harlan formulation in Smith v.
Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740 (1979).
Katz, 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring, emphasis added).
Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979).
Id. at 744.
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the telephone subscriber has a legitimate expectation of
privacy.”28
Perhaps no one line from any Supreme Court opinion
better frames the expectation-of-privacy complexity than
this one from the majority in Smith: “First, we doubt that
people in general entertain any actual expectation of privacy
in the numbers they dial.” Really? Most Americans then
likely would have found this statement rather stunning,
had the case come to their attention. Each semester at the
College of Lake County, where I teach, I outline the Smith
facts for my students to gauge their opinion, and it is always
clear and unanimous: they believe they have a reasonable
expectation of privacy in the numbers they dial.
My students are a small sample, but our contemporary debate about the National Security Agency’s program
to capture metadata—and that is what “the numbers we
dial” are—plainly illustrates that the American people may
indeed entertain an expectation of privacy in such things.
The NSA program is premised constitutionally on the legal
conclusion in Smith,29 so we have only the Court to blame or
thank, depending on your leanings.
Smith supplies just one example in which the expectation-of-privacy analysis has produced results that
were anything but foreordained.30 There are many others,
although most have not begotten billion-dollar surveillance
programs. Case results often turn on subtle differences of
degree, as Justice Holmes once wrote, but “(t)he whole law
does so as soon as it is civilized.”31 The Illinois Eavesdropping
Act now incorporates privacy into its provisions so, without
question, it has become more civilized. But actually, it’s
more accurate to say that it has regained the level of civility
it previously obtained through court interpretation.
CIVILITY: OY VEY!
With this greater civility comes complexity because, as
a practitioner, you now need to know whether the recording
your client made violates the recorded party’s reasonable
expectation of privacy. And if that weren’t difficult enough
in the abstract, you are given the statutory guidance that “a
reasonable expectation shall include any expectation recognized by law.” But the law does not always lead to enlightenment (see Smith).
In close cases—i.e., in the type of cases that reach our
28
29

30

31
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Id. at 747 (Stewart, J., dissenting).
See Laura K. Donohue, Bulk Metadata Collection: Statutory and
Constitutional Considerations, 37 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 757,
759 (2014) (citing Administration White Paper: Bulk Collection
of Telephony Metadata under Section 215 of the USA Patriot
Act 2 (Aug. 9, 2013)).
Recognizing the sometimes unforeseeable nature of the privacy
analysis, the Supreme Court has decided some recent cases
using the more property-rights oriented approach that predominated before Katz. See Florida v. Jardines, 133 S. Ct. 1409,
1414 (2013) (“By reason of our decision in Katz [], property
rights “are not the sole measure of Fourth Amendment violations,”[]—but though Katz may add to the baseline, it does not
subtract anything from the Amendment’s protections “when the
Government does engage in [a] physical intrusion of a constitutionally protected area”) (internal citations omitted).
Le Roy Fibre Co. v. Chicago, M. & S. P. Railway, 232 U.S. 340,
354 (1914). (Holmes, J., concurring).
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highest courts—there will certainly be many close calls. But
overall, the new Eavesdropping Act is an improvement over
the more black-and-white analysis that applied under the
old Act, in which fact patterns involving open recording in
public places violated the letter of the law. (E.g., recording
police officers performing their jobs in public squares was a
felony.)32 In many situations, the analysis is simplified: most
recordings conducted in public spaces are unlikely to violate
the new law. But other situations present closer calls.
Most activity that the police record on body cameras
is likely OK, because much police work occurs in public
places and there are a host of statutory exceptions. But what
about the officer who enters a person’s home? What if it’s
at the invitation of one spouse? Assuming the recording is
surreptitious (model police policies require officers to announce the cameras so that the recording is not considered
surreptitious), does a person have a reasonable expectation
of privacy in his home? (Certainly.) When an officer arrives
after being dispatched because of a neighbor complaint.
(Maybe?) When the complaint is not from a neighbor, but
rather from another who lives in the house? (Still maybe?)
When one spouse says “record this” and the other says “turn
it off”? (Oy vey.)
What about an argument spouses are having, and which
one spouse secretly records in the home? Under Herrington,
there is no reasonable expectation of privacy when the person you’re talking to does the recording. But a violation does
occur when you add a third-party-recorder to the mix, i.e., a
person who is not a party to the conversation. For example:
if two spouses are arguing about the husband’s repeated
drunk driving and the wife does the recording, that’s one
thing; but the analysis shifts if a neighbor does the recording, or the police, or a son in an upstairs bedroom. Each
of these scenarios contain varying levels of eavesdropping
“creepiness,” and while that’s not a legal test, it may well be
a good proxy for conduct that most clearly violates the new
Eavesdropping Act. In a manner of speaking, you’ll know
it when you see it. But you’re probably not going to want
to advise your clients based on such a gut instinct. Or, for
that matter, waltz into court with your gut instinct as your
argument.
The new Eavesdropping Act is an improved law, although the bar was set pretty low by the previous enactment. Like the old law, the new law confronts an aspect
of human psychology that may never go away: absent our
consent, we don’t like being recorded. Just ask our Supreme
Court Justices. Justice Souter once stated before a congressional committee that “the day you see a camera come into
our courtroom, it’s going to roll over my dead body.”33
Amidst all of the questions that the new Eavesdropping
Act raises, it definitively settles one question: we will continue to struggle—both legally and otherwise—with being
recorded.
32
33

See ACLU v. Alvarez, 679 F.3d 583 (7th Cir. 2012).
http://www.nytimes.com/1996/03/30/us/on-cameras-in-supremecourt-souter-says-over-my-dead-body.html.
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The Illinois Supreme Court Adds
Clarity to Illinois Tort Law, Holding
that Recoverable Damages for
Intentional Torts Must be Foreseeable

T

BY JEFFREY BERMAN

here are some cases that every lawyer remembers long after completing law school. One of
them is Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co.1 Recall that Palsgraf’s problems began when a railroad
guard negligently pushed a passenger. The passenger dropped a bundle of fireworks; the fireworks exploded; the shock of the explosion threw down some scales many feet away at the other end
of the platform; and the scales fell on Palsgraf.2 The majority held that the defendant owed no duty to
protect Palsgraf because she was an unforeseeable plaintiff.3 The dissent argued that a duty was owed
and that the question that should have been presented to the jury was whether the defendant’s conduct was the proximate cause of the damage.4 The dissenting judge explained that what courts “mean
by the word ‘proximate’ is that, because of convenience, of public policy, of a rough sense of justice,
the law arbitrarily declines to trace a series of events beyond a certain point.”5 He concluded that the
fact the events occurred in a natural and continuous sequence, coupled with the fact there was little
remoteness in time or space, rendered the issue one of fact for the jury.6
Today, perhaps, the Illinois Supreme Court would
agree with the dissent in Palsgraf,
Jeffrey Berman, of
concluding that the real question was
the law firm of
one of proximate cause, not of duty.
Anderson + Wanca,
has extensive
In its decision in Turcios v.
experience in
DeBruler Co., handed down on May
complex
commercial
21, 2015, the Illinois Supreme Court
litigation and
confirmed that public policy considinsurance
1
2
3
4
5
6

248 N.Y. 339 (1928).
Id. at 341.
Id. at 345-47.
Id. at 356 (Andrews, J. dissenting).
Id. at 352.
Id. at 356.
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erations governing proximate cause protect defendants
from liability for events beyond a
certain point, even in the context of
intentional torts.7 More particularly,
the Court resolved perceived ambiguities in its earlier decisions and
clarified that to be recoverable, even
for intentional tort claims, claimed
damages must be foreseeable.
On June 15, 2011, Nelsyn Caceres
(“Caceres”) committed suicide in the

coverage matters
in state and
federal courts
across the
country in the
areas of Insurance, Insurance Coverage &
Reinsurance Law. He presently serves as a
member of The Docket Committee.

7

Turcios v. DeBruler Co., 2015 IL
117962.

apartment he and his wife, Maria Turcios (“Turcios”),
had rented in a development known as the Colonial Park
Apartments in Park City, Illinois.8
Approximately six months after Caceres’ death,
Turcios filed a complaint in the Circuit Court of the
Nineteenth Judicial Circuit, Lake County, against The
DeBruler Company (“DeBruler”), the agent for Colonial
Park Apartments. Turcios filed the complaint on behalf
of herself and the couple’s two minor children, Alice and
Nelsyn Caceres–Ortiz (collectively “Plaintiffs”).9 Plaintiffs
sought damages for intentional infliction of emotional
distress (Count I), wrongful eviction (Count II), and
breach of contract (Count
III). Plaintiffs later
amended their complaint
to seek damages under
the Wrongful Death Act10
(Count IV), and seeking damages under the
Illinois survival statute11
(Count V).12 Turcios was
later appointed special
administrator of her late
husband’s estate, and the
complaint was once again
amended to reflect that
development.13
Plaintiffs alleged that
on April 20, 2011, Turcios
and Caceres signed a lease for an apartment located in
the Colonial Park Apartments complex in Park City.14 The
period of the lease ran from May 1, 2011 to April 30, 2012.15
Plaintiffs took possession of the apartment on May 1, and
tendered the required security deposit and first month’s
rent.16
Just 10 days into the lease, on May 10, 2011, Caceres
received a notice from Colonial Park Apartments stating
that they were being evicted and that they had 30 days to
vacate the apartment.17 Three additional letters followed.
On May 20, the couple received a reminder that they
must vacate the apartment by June 9.18 On May 31, the
couple was advised that the washers and dryers would
be removed from the laundry room on June 13, and that
“Colonial Park has decided to allow June 1–9, 2011 to be
rent free.”19 On June 7, the couple received another letter

advising that demolition work would begin soon, but
the family could be transferred to another unit with free
rent for the month of June.20 The couple also received
two telephone calls pressuring them to move.21 On June 1,
2011, the couple’s tender of June rent was refused.22
Plaintiffs’ complaint further alleged that the couple
sought legal advice and were told that the lease was valid
and that the landlord could not unilaterally terminate the
lease.23 The couple also sought assistance through Catholic Charities, which had helped them to navigate the
leasing process because they did not speak English.24 The
complaint purportedly
quotes portions of the
Catholic Charities case
manager’s case reports.
The report from June 1
allegedly stated that the
couple was “depressed,
anxious and angry”
because “they feel that
management is not willing to work with them.”25
A report from June 10
allegedly stated that they
were “extremely upset”
and were suffering from
lack of sleep and depression and anxiety.26
According to the
complaint, demolition of the apartment building began
after June 10, 2011, despite the fact that the couple and
their children were still occupying their apartment.27
The complaint further alleged that the “demolition
company tore into the outside walls of the building in
which [the couple’s] unit was located,” and then began
to demolish the surrounding units.”28
On June 14, Caceres told Turcios that he could not
tolerate the situation any longer but did not know what
to do.29 On June 15, Caceres committed suicide in the
apartment.30 Caceres left a note stating, “Please forgive
me my daughters, and you also Carmen. Sell the land
and build the house.”31
Turcios and her children moved in with a friend the
next day.32 They left most of their belongings behind in

“After Turcios there
should be little cause
for doubt that in order
to be cognizable, an
injury must have been
foreseeable.”
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the apartment.33 DeBruler contacted Turcios on June
21 and, despite her husband’s recent death, informed
her that she had to remove all of her belongings from
the apartment, as demolition of her apartment would
commence on June 22.34 On June 22, the demolition
crew began to demolish the apartment.35 Turcios and her
children “packed their belongings and began to move
out that day, even though the stairs to their third floor
apartment had been mostly demolished.”36 As they were
moving, an “enormous rain storm occurred and ruined
most of [the] family’s belongings.”37
As a result of the events surrounding the family’s
eviction and Caceres’ death, the complaint alleged that
Turcios had “fallen into a very deep depression.”38 In addition, her health significantly deteriorated, and she was
prone to fits of sobbing.39
The wrongful death count of the complaint (Count IV)
incorporated the factual allegations and further alleged
that, as a result of the wrongful acts of DeBruler, Caceres
committed suicide.40 The wrongful death count sought
compensatory damages, as well as punitive damages, “in
light of the intentional wrongdoing of” DeBruler.41
The survival count of the complaint (Count V)
alleged that defendant’s conduct, in forcing Caceres and
his family out of their validly rented apartment, and by
demolishing the building around them, was extreme
and outrageous which defendant knew, or should have
known, would cause severe emotional distress.42 According to the complaint, Caceres did, in fact, experience
severe emotional distress including but not limited to
fright, grief, shame, worry, and insomnia, and he would
have been entitled to pursue compensation from defendant for such distress had he survived.43 This count
also sought punitive damages “in light of the intentional
wrongdoing of” DeBruler.44
DeBruler filed a motion to dismiss the complaint,
pursuant to Section 2–615 of the Code of Civil Procedure.45 As to Counts IV and V, DeBruler argued that
under Illinois law, a plaintiff may not recover for a decedent’s suicide following a defendant’s alleged tortious
conduct because suicide is an independent intervening
act that the tortfeasor cannot be expected to foresee.46 In
response, Plaintiffs argued that in wrongful death cases
involving intentional torts, as opposed to negligence,
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the trend in other jurisdictions is to permit such claims
to proceed where the plaintiff can demonstrate that the
defendant’s intentionally tortious conduct caused severe
emotional distress that was a substantial factor in bringing about the suicide.47
The trial court granted defendant’s motion as to
Counts IV and V, dismissing those counts with prejudice.48 The trial court found that “[u]nder Illinois law,
there is no cause of action for wrongful death via suicide,
or survival claims.”49
On Plaintiffs’ motion, the trial court made a Rule
304(a) finding of appealability.50 Plaintiffs appealed.
The Second District Appellate Court disagreed with
the trial court and vacated the trial court’s dismissal
order.51 The appellate court recognized that, in a wrongful death action based on the defendant’s negligence,
the decedent’s suicide is considered an independent
intervening act that the tortfeasor cannot be expected to
foresee and, accordingly, such an action cannot be maintained as a matter of law.52 The appellate court, however,
declined to extend that per se bar where the wrongful
death action is based on the defendant’s intentionally
tortious conduct.53 In doing so, the appellate court expressly rejected DeBruler’s argument that under Martin v.
Heinold Commodities, Inc.,54 the concept of foreseeability
limits the liability of an intentional tortfeasor.55
In Heinold, the plaintiffs alleged that a commodities
options broker misrepresented the nature of transaction
fees. The trial court had awarded the plaintiffs their full investment losses because “but for Heinold’s misrepresentations, plaintiffs would not have purchased LCO’s’ [options]
through Heinold.”56 Rejecting that analysis, the Illinois
Supreme Court held that a plaintiff must prove proximate
causation “even in instances of intentional torts where fiduciaries are involved.”57 It framed the relevant question in
Professor Prosser’s words: “‘Would the decline in plaintiff’s
investment have occurred even if defendant’s misrepresentation had been true’? If the answer to this question is ‘yes,’
plaintiff has failed to prove that the misrepresentation
proximately caused the decline.”58 As such, “the injury suffered by the plaintiff must be the natural and not merely a
remote consequence of the defendant’s act.”59 This prin47
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2015 IL 117962 at ¶10; 2014 IL App (2d) 130331 at ¶¶16-22.
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ciple, the Court stated, “is applicable to actions for negligence as well as intentional torts, such as fraud.”60
In Heinold, the plaintiffs further argued that they
should recover all of their investment losses because the
defendant’s conduct was intentional, and “intentional
tortfeasors are commonly liable even for unforeseeable
consequences of their conduct.”61 The Illinois Supreme
Court also rejected that argument. According to the
Court, “even intentional tortfeasors do not become the
insurers of safety for wronged plaintiffs.”62
The appellate court rejected DeBruler’s contention
that in Heinold the Supreme Court had held that all torts,
including intentional ones, require a proximate-cause
analysis.63 In doing so, the appellate court observed that
the Supreme Court in Heinold “was addressing a particular intentional tort, namely fraud” and that “a broader
ruling concerning all intentional torts, in the context of a
fraud case, would have been mere dicta.”64 The appellate
court thus held that the import of the decision in Heinold
was limited to the context of a fraud claim.65
Accordingly, the appellate court declined to extend to intentional torts the bar on recovery based on a
victim’s suicide that exists in negligence cases, positing
that the weight of authority supported its conclusion.66
The appellate court held that, “in the case of the tort of
intentional infliction of emotional distress, the fact that
a victim commits suicide in no way limits a defendant’s
liability for its actions where the emotional distress is a
substantial factor in causing the suicide.”67 Therefore,
“where a plaintiff can satisfy the elements of the tort
of intentional infliction of emotional distress and the
emotional distress is a substantial factor in causing a
decedent’s suicide, such causes of action are cognizable
in this state.”68 The appellate court remanded to allow the
trial court to reconsider its ruling on defendant’s motion
to dismiss in light of its holding.69
The Supreme Court observed that both parties had
recognized the general rule, applicable in negligence
actions, that the injured party’s voluntary act of suicide is
an independent intervening act which is unforeseeable as
a matter of law and which breaks the chain of causation
from the tortfeasor’s negligent conduct.70 The core dispute pertained to whether the rule also applies where a
plaintiff alleges that the defendant’s conduct was intentionally tortious and not merely negligent.71
The Illinois Supreme Court then turned to its prior
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decision in Heinold, and the related argument that had
been rejected by the appellate court, namely that “the
concept of foreseeability, embodied in the doctrine of
proximate causation, limits the liability of both negligent and intentional tortfeasors.”72 It necessarily follows,
DeBruler contended, that because suicide is deemed an
unforeseeable event as a matter of law, Caceres’ suicide in
that case broke the chain of causation precluding Plaintiffs’ wrongful death claim.73 The Supreme Court agreed.
The Court first noted that “the term ‘proximate cause’
embodies two distinct concepts: cause in fact and legal
cause.”74 Legal cause, the Court observed, “involves an
assessment of foreseeability.”75 The Court rejected Plaintiffs’ view, “under which legal cause plays no role in the
liability of an intentional tortfeasor, [and] essentially
creates open-ended and limitless liability for injury, no
matter how abnormal, extraordinary, irregular, or remote
the injury may be.”76 The Court did so based on Heinold,
which it said “considered and rejected the notion of
liability without limits.”77 According to the Court, the
Heinold decision recognized that “even intentional tortfeasors do not become the insurers of safety for wronged
plaintiffs.”78
Thus, the Turcios Court confirmed that under
Heinold, “‘but for’ causation is insufficient to establish an
intentional tortfeasor’s liability for injury to the plaintiff.
Such injury must have been foreseeable, and not merely a remote consequence of the defendant’s conduct.”79
The Court held that the appellate court read Heinold
too narrowly, and its conclusion that the discussion of
intentional tortfeasors’ liability in Heinold was confined
to fraud claims was incorrect.80 In that regard, the Court
observed:
To be sure, our discussion in Heinold referenced
“intentional torts, such as fraud,” and relied in
part on appellate court opinions also involving
fraud...But in rejecting the plaintiffs’ argument in
Heinold that intentional tortfeasors are liable for
even unforeseen consequences, we relied not on a
fraud case, but a false imprisonment case...Thus,
our discussion of proximate cause was not ani72
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it”.’ Id. Under the “substantial factor” test, “the defendant’s
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element and a substantial factor in bringing the event about.” Id.
Id. at ¶24. Courts ask whether the injury is the type of injury that
a reasonable person would see as a “likely result” of his or her
conduct, or whether the injury is so “highly extraordinary” that
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mated solely by the nature of one particular tort,
but by the nature of intentional torts generally.81
The Court then further held:
Although the appellate court here may have
been reluctant to extend the reach of Heinold
beyond the tort at issue in that case, we do not
believe that the Heinold court intended such a
limitation. Moreover, no reasoned basis exists to
treat the underlying tort in this case, intentional
infliction of emotional distress, differently than
fraud for purposes of determining the extent of
the tortfeasor’s liability.82
The Court thus concluded:
Because an intentional tortfeasor’s liability is
limited by the concept of foreseeability embodied
in the doctrine of proximate causation, a cause of
action for wrongful death predicated on a suicide
allegedly brought about by the intentional infliction of emotional distress is subject to the general
rule that suicide is unforeseeable as a matter of
law.83
The Court also acknowledged that Plaintiffs had
cited a number of decisions from other jurisdictions that,
Plaintiffs asserted, supported a contrary conclusion. It
observed, however, that the cited authorities were, themselves, widely inconsistent and did not support Plaintiffs’
position:
Despite the clear differences among the standards
adopted in the foregoing cases, plaintiffs contend
that their holdings can be distilled down into a
single principle of tort liability: If the defendant
intends to harm the plaintiff, the defendant is
liable for whatever consequences follow, including suicide, whether foreseeable or not, as long as
the defendant’s conduct was a substantial factor
(a cause in fact) in bringing about that harm. At
81
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Id. at ¶29 (internal citations omitted).
Id. at ¶30.
Id. at ¶31.

oral argument, however, plaintiffs conceded that
some line drawing must be made, and that an intentional tortfeasor is not necessarily liable for all
consequences flowing from the defendant’s conduct. Plaintiffs’ concession aside, the foregoing
cases do not persuade us that Heinold was wrongly decided, or that its conclusion that proximate
causation is applicable to cases alleging fraud,
should not also apply to cases alleging intentional
infliction of emotional distress.84
Accordingly, the Supreme Court held that:
where, as here, a plaintiff seeks to recover damages
for wrongful death based on the decedent’s suicide
allegedly brought about through the intentional
infliction of emotional distress, the plaintiff must
do more than plead facts which, if proven, would
establish that the defendant’s conduct was a cause
in fact of the suicide. The plaintiff must plead facts
which, if proven, would overcome application of
the general rule that suicide is deemed unforeseeable as a matter of law. In other words, a plaintiff
must plead facts demonstrating that the suicide
was foreseeable, i.e., that it was a likely result of the
defendant’s conduct.
After reviewing the facts alleged in Plaintiffs’ complaint, the Court concluded that the allegations were
insufficient to allow Plaintiffs’ wrongful death action to
proceed.85 As a matter of law, the Court held, Caceres’
suicide was not a reasonably foreseeable result of DeBruler’s alleged conduct in breaking the lease and pressuring
the couple to vacate the apartment.86 As such, it held the
trial court correctly dismissed Counts IV and V with prejudice, reversed the judgment of the appellate court, and
affirmed the judgment of the trial court.87
The appellate court’s decision in Turcios appeared to
be predicated on a perceived ambiguity in the causation
standards to be applied to intentional tort cases, even
after the Supreme Court’s earlier decision in Heinold. The
Supreme Court’s decision in Turcios should lay to rest
any such confusion. The Supreme Court in Turcios clearly
explained that its earlier decision in Heinold applied to
all claims based on intentional torts, not merely fraud
claims. Accordingly, after Turcios there should be little
cause for doubt that in order to be cognizable, an injury
must have been foreseeable, and not merely a remote
consequence of the defendant’s conduct, even in the
context of intentional tort claims.
84 Id. at ¶¶39-40.
85 Id. at ¶42.
86 Id. at ¶42. As to Count V, the survival action predicated on
intentional infliction of emotional distress, the Court noted that
Plaintiffs had not made any argument that it could proceed
independent of the wrongful death count and, for that reason,
the Court also affirmed the trial court’s dismissal with prejudice
of Count V. Id. at ¶43.
87 Id. at ¶¶42-45.
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Justice Lawrence Inglis Reflects on the
Keys to a Successful Legal Career

R

BY ANDREA MELZER

etired Justice Lawrence Inglis of the Second District Appellate Court has been a
Lake County resident for almost all of his life. He was born in Waukegan, but was
raised and attended school in Zion. Growing up, Justice Inglis was a Boy Scout and
enjoyed the many hunting and camping trips he was able to participate in through his
involvement in Scouting. From his earliest recollection he remembers wanting to be a
lawyer. His high school counselors tried to influence him to trade his dream of becoming a lawyer for a career as an engineer, but he was never dissuaded.
Justice Inglis attended the University of Illinois at
wagon throughout Waukegan and Lake County. Through
Champaign – Urbana, where he graduhis job Inglis was not only able to
ated from the College of Commerce in
pay his college tuition, but was also
Andrea
1957 and the College of Law in 1960. The
exposed to different people from all
Meltzer was a
rising cost of education, causing some
over the county. He believes these
summer 2015
to miss out on the opportunity of higher
early days of working as a milkman
intern with the
education, along with the financial
helped him develop and fine tune his
19th Judicial
burden it places on young people who
Circuit. She
interpersonal skills. Those skills and
do not come from affluent families is
grew up in
connections would serve him well
something Inglis feels strongly about.
Gurnee but
when he decided to run for circuit
today resides
He notes that had it not been for the
judge. While soliciting votes, he set
in Hoffman
relative affordability of college when
up his own booth at the Lake County
Estates.
he attended, it would have been very
Fair rather than sitting at the RepubliAndrea
currently
studies
political
difficult for him to have attended the
science at the University of Illinois
can Party’s booth, hoping that people
University of Illinois.
at Urbana-Champaign. Following
would recognize him as the same
Over summers and school vacagraduation she hopes to attend law
young man who had once delivered
tions, Justice Inglis worked as a milkschool and pursue a career as an
their milk. Many did and, as a result,
man, delivering milk via horse and
attorney.
he secured votes in areas no one
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though he would.
Justice Inglis was a practicing attorney for 20 years before becoming a Lake County judge, a position he held for
another 20 years prior to being appointed to the Appellate
Court. As a young practitioner, Inglis loved the challenges
that came from being an attorney and the problem-solving
aspect most of all. He enjoyed figuring out the applicable
law and what could be done to assist a client. He believes
one of the challenges facing young lawyers today is the
belief that they should only take on a case if they have
prior experience in that
area of law. When Inglis
was a young attorney, he
routinely took on just
about any case that came
his way. In those days,
if a client came in with
a matter in an area you
were unfamiliar with, you
would take the case and
do the extra work and research required to become knowledgeable in that area of law, and, if need be, consult a more
experienced attorney for help.
While being a lawyer was all Inglis ever wanted, it did
not come without difficulty. The most difficult aspect of
being a lawyer, he says, was approaching each new set of
paperwork with fresh eyes. He describes this struggle as
wanting to see things you think should be there, instead of
what is actually written.
As a practicing attorney, Justice Inglis describes
himself as being meticulous about returning phone calls,
which he believes is a vital aspect of running a practice. In
private practice, Inglis performed a considerable amount
of municipal law—representing cities, villages, park
boards, school districts, and the like. His most memorable position was city attorney for Zion. At the time, Zion
wanted to pave roads and build sewers, but was struggling
to push the initiatives through and to acquire the resources
necessary to begin the projects. As the city attorney, Justice
Inglis was able to help the governmental entities achieve
their goals.

Although as a young attorney Inglis thought he would
never want to leave private practice, as the years went by,
he aspired to become a judge. As a jurist, he spent much
of his time in his chambers with law clerks and secretaries reading briefs. At the time he was first appointed,
the circuit judges routinely moved between the different
courtrooms every few weeks. There were no special courts
for solely criminal or civil matters, although there was a
designated probate court. Justice Inglis’ least favorite cases
to hear were those involving small children.
Following his time
as a Lake County Circuit
Court judge, Justice Inglis
served on the Second
District Appellate Court.
There, the justices would
sit in panels of three.
Inglis enjoyed working
with his colleagues on
the Appellate Court. He
believes because he had been exposed to a wide variety of
cases as a judge in Lake County, his appellate court duties
came easier to him than other justices with more specialized backgrounds. Justice Inglis also feels that his long
career as a practicing attorney helped him to be a better
judge because he was able to better understand the lawyers
appearing in front of him.
Inglis fondly recalls how lawyers regularly stop him to
tell him that they frequently quote his written opinions.
Such instances make him feel extraordinarily proud of
the work he has done. Something else he is proud of is his
strong support of woman in the bar. As a circuit judge, one
of the first things he did was work with the other judges to
appoint two women associate judges.
Justice Inglis believes being hard working, reliable,
and punctual were vital elements to his successful career
as a lawyer. He strongly believes, “you don’t have to be the
smartest lawyer in the world; you have to be the one who
gets the job done, the one who answers phone calls, the
one that takes care of clients…the lawyers who take care of
their clients are the successes.” He prided himself on his

“Being a lawyer is not only
a career for Justice Inglis,
it is a life style.”
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preparedness and patience in the courtroom.
In addition to accessibility and preparedness, Inglis
feels that getting along with and being able to understand
other people, as well as having patience are vital elements
to success. Likewise, he believes patience is an especially
important attribute for judges when dealing with lawyers;
the judge should not push the lawyers too hard and cause
them to get flustered.
For young people seeking a career in law, the most
important skill Justice Inglis believes will help an individual prepare to be an attorney is being a strong writer; this
includes having good grammar skills. Justice Inglis also advises young lawyers not to compromise their integrity for
short-term goals. If you do, those compromised decisions
will follow you forever. Do not to lie to other attorneys, he
counsels. If you lie, word spreads and your reputation can
be easily tarnished.
Whether you are a new judge or a new lawyer, he
warns that you will run into temptations. To this day, he
remembers the first time someone tried to bribe him. He
advises, if and when someone asks you to do something
that is ethically or morally wrong, seek out the most upstanding person know and talk to that person. The minute
you tell someone else that you trust of the temptation, you
will overcome it, he says.
Justice Inglis greatly admires the integrity of his colleagues. He believes there is an excellent group of lawyers

Fall Membership
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here in Lake County and he is proud to have been a part of
them.
Inglis speaks highly of the three Judge Geigers that
have passed through the Lake County Courthouse. He
identifies Fred H. Geiger as being a mentor and a role
model. From that mentorship he gained two additional
friends, Fred A. Geiger and Don Geiger, the two sons of
Fred H. Geiger. Justice Harry Strauss, who sat with Inglis
on the Appellate Court, was also a role model and very encouraging to Inglis. Along with these jurists, Justice Inglis
names his own father and his father-in-law as role models
in his life. He feels very fortunate to have many friends and
people that were kind to him throughout his legal career.
When he was a practicing attorney, Inglis recalls a more
“open-door policy” when it came to interacting with judges.
He believes there is much less interaction between judges
and lawyers today, which is one of the reasons he helped
found the Jefferson Inn, an association of lawyers and judges that meets bi-monthly for dinner and comradery.
When the baristas at Starbucks ask Justice Inglis how
he is doing, he responds “wonderful, happy, and bald.” He
says that he has always been a “people person.” Working
with people is something Inglis has always enjoyed, especially as a judge, because he was frequently called upon to
be a peacemaker of sorts. He feels he was “fairly skilled”
at assisting litigants and attorneys in remaining calm and

CLE HOURS • CLE HOURS • CLE HOURS

Return
of the
Brown Bag
Lake County Bar Association
300 Grand Avenue, Ste A, Waukegan

12:15 –1:15 p.m.
November 9, 2015

ARDC Update with James J. Grogan

1.0 CLE Credit
Common Issues Giving Rise to Malpractice Claims
Against Family Law Practitioners

1 hr. FREE Professionalism CLE Credit

November 16, 2015

Co-Sponsored by the Professionalism & Office
Management Committee

1.0 CLE Credit
Environmental Law

Register for this FREE program on-line at www.lakebar.org

Each lunch $15 per person, register online at
www.lakebar.org or call (847) 244-3143
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If you have an idea for a 1 hour presentation please contact
Virginia Elliott at (847) 244-3143.

working towards a resolution that everyone could support.
In addition to his many accomplishments as a judge
and jurist, Justice Inglis has been an invaluable supporter
of the Lake County Bar Association. As past President of
the LCBA, he was one of, if not the, youngest President
of the Bar Association. In that role, he was instrumental
in helping the LCBA move its offices from a small space
inside a law office to its own building. Utilizing his finely
honed peacemaker skills, he convinced Bar members to
increase their dues in order to fund the relocation. He
believes this change has led to the long-term success of the
LCBA, but readily acknowledges that everyone who has
helped along the road deserves immense credit.
Inglis credits his family for much of what he has
accomplished. Indeed, he feels the encouragement and
support he received from his wife and mother, along with
strong friendships, were the biggest factors contributing
to his success. Inglis acknowledges that in the beginning
of his career the time he was able to spend with his family
was limited as he worked to build a practice. Over the
years, however, he hopes he has made up for that lost
time. While he notes that it is very difficult to have both a
strong family life and a strong career, as he became more
experienced he believes he was better able to balance his
work and his family.
Today Justice Inglis resides in Winthrop Harbor with

his wife, Sandra. The two met during their senior year of
high school; their first date was to the junior play. Sandra
graduated from the Chicago Teacher’s College. The two
were married in 1957 and had two children: Andrew and
Susan. Both of his children followed in his footsteps and
graduated from the University of Illinois at Champaign
– Urbana. His son Andrew continued his education and
earned his medical degree from Chicago Medical School.
Being a lawyer is not only a career for Justice Inglis, it
is a life style. Being a lawyer has not changed who he is, he
says, being a lawyer is just who he is.

AWALC

HOLIDAY PARTY
Please Join Us - Come One, Come All

December 2, 2015
4:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Dandelion Gallery

109 S. Genesee St., Waukegan, IL 60085
Please Make Donations Payable to

A SAFE PLACE

Complimentary Beverages and Appetizers

November 2015
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Board of Directors’ Meeting
September 24, 2015

The meeting was
called to order at: 12:10 p.m.
AGENDA
Consent Agenda
Unanimously passed
DISCUSSION ITEMS
Treasurer’s Report
Chris gave the treasurer’s report for Rick
who could not make the
meeting:
For a short time we
will be hiring a part time
employee (about 2 hours a
week) to help with bookkeeping. This will be an
independent contractor
so the LCBA will avoid the
additional costs associated
with a W2 employee. There
is money in the budget to
pay for this independent

The

Grapevine

Assistant State’s Attorney Britta
Girmscheid and her husband
Ryan are the proud parents of
a baby girl: Iris Lee Girmscheid,
born September 29.
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contractor.
Membership Dues
Renewal Update
A number of members
who had neglected to pay
their dues finally did so.
However, there are many
still outstanding. The
board members will divide
up the list and call those
members who have not
renewed their memberships. Before the October
15th meeting, a letter will
be sent from the treasurer
to those members who
have still not paid informing them that they will be
removed from the LCBA
roll.
300 Grand Avenue
The Joint Facilities
Committee of the LCBA
and Foundation met to discuss various issues with the
new building. An architect
was selected (Joe Balisario)
from the various people
who submitted proposals.
Some renderings of the
new offices are on track to
be completed by late November, hopefully before
the fundraiser.
An in-depth discussion

The

Meeting
Minutes
BY BRIAN J. LEWIS
SECRETARY

was had about the event at
Halas Hall on November
20. This is a terrific opportunity to raise money for
our building. Tickets will
cost $225 per person, and
we need to attract donors
who will contribute a
significant amount to the
building fund.
Lawyer Referral Service
We created a two page
ad for the Docket that contains testimonials for the
Lawyer Referral Service.
We are looking for more
participants. It’s a win-win
for your law firm and the
Bar Association!
• Pro Bono Week Oct
26-30
• Coffee in Courthouse
Oct 23
• Unity dinner Dec 1
Chicago Hilton
• Holiday Event Friday

MEMBERS PRESENT
Michael J. Ori
President
Donald J. Morrison
First Vice-President
Jennifer J. Howe
Second Vice-President
Brian J. Lewis
Secretary
Keith C. Grant
Immediate Past President
Gary L. Schlesinger
Stephen J. Rice
Shyama S. Parikh
Hon. Daniel B. Shanes
Patricia L. Cornell
Joseph M. Fusz
Chris Boadt
Executive Director

Dec 4, Mickey Finn’s
in Libertyville
The meeting was
adjourned at 1:25 p.m. Next
Board Meeting: Thursday,
October 15.

Identity Theft
What you can do to protect
yourself and your clients
3.0 CLE HOURS

December 8, 2015
1:30 - 4:30

Bar

Bulletin
Board

To place an ad
or for information
on advertising rates,
call

(847) 244-3143

Lake County
Bar Association
Register on-line at www.lakebar.org
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ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

PARTY

All LCBA Members Invited

Friday
December 4, 2015
5:00 – 7:30 p.m.
Hosted Hors d’oeuvres &
First drink

Raffle Drawing for
Lake County Bar Foundation
2016 Cabo San Lucas
1 ticket $25 or 5 tickets for $100

Mickey Finn’s
345 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Libertyville

RSVP on-line at
www.lakebar.org

